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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this paper is to show the frequency of
different techniques used hy the teacher which may influence,
through stimulation or modification, the social relations
within a group of three year old nursery school children.
The observations have been taken so that it is possible to
study the number of times a teacher entered into a social sit-
uation with one or more children, the means of entrance she
used, and the result of her guidance on the social contacts
of the children. The main emphasis is on what is done by the
teacher to establish, maintain and spread good social rela-
tions in a group of three year old children in a nursery
school situation.
The young child's behavior is basically social, if not
fully in harmony with adult accepted standards. The first
positive response of an infant to the presence of another
human is a smile which appears during the first few months of
life. By the time he is a year old, he is well socialized in
the family circle. By the time he is a year and a half, he
is ready for social experiences wider than those found in his
limited home environment.
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2In the process of development, there are found various
periods when positive social growth proceeds rapidly, pre-
ceeded or followed by periods of little or negative social
growth. The three-year-old child is in such a positive
period. He shows a type of equilibrium, both physical and
emotional that makes him appear much more mature than his
chronological age indicates. He has learned many facts and
is ready to develop a sense of value. He might even be said
to have an embryonic philosophy of life. He is capable of
understanding the basic concepts of socialization. He enjoys
adults, desires to please, and hence readily takes on and
accepts established standards. He wants to be with other
children and wants to play actively with them.
One of the recognized aims of nursery education is to
give to the young child opportunities for social contacts
with other children his ovm age in an environment simplified
to suit his age and maturity. Unlike the situation at home,
where the child is constantly adjusting to the adult world,
the nursery school adjusts to the child's needs, setting up
a child's world. Through such group experiences, the social
growth of the individual child is developed along individual
lines and, at the same time, in harmony with the established
cultural patterns of behavior. This environment, at the same
time as it reflects the cultural patterns of the larger
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3community of which the child and his family are a part, still
makes for an indigenous culture of its own under the guidance
of the adult responsible for the group.
Often in the attempt to study child-to-child relation-
ships, the teacher tries to be inconspicuous in the group
life of the children. In so far as she directly or indirect-
ly manipulates the environment, both social and physical, she
plays an active part in influencing the social behavior of
the children in the group. The teacher encourages the three-
year-old to engage in social activities that she feels he is
ready for. She heightens a going social experience, making
it more meaningful and satisfying for him. When he is hesi-
tant about accepting or refusing a social activity, she tries
to make it a positive experience that he will accept. She
redirects and channels socially undesirable behavior in har-
mony with the established cultural pattern of the group. She
approves friendly, cooperative and sympathetic responses.
She understands the meaning and Importance of aggressive
behavior, using it constructively in the establishment of
social relations among the children. The teacher of young
children is interested in educational accomplishments as they
are manifested in the social adjustment and development of
the individual child as he takes part in group experiences.
She strives to encourage children to play together in a
_
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4manner that is mutually satisfying and rich with possibili-
ties for further social growth.
In planning this problem, the author has assumed that
social experiences for the young child with others of a simi-
lar age are desirable; that social contacts with other chil-
dren make for more wholesome development of the individual
and aid in his acculturation into the larger society; that
the three year old child is physically and emotionally mature
enough to appreciate and benefit from such group experiences
scaled to fit his needs; and that the teacher of the group
plays an active role in this social experience.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RESEARCH AND LITERATURE
The focus of the research and literature on social
development of young children is on the inter-relationships
between children, especially as it arises spontaneously in
their group play. Many of the studies relate to the type
of social behavior which is more or less characteristic of
the various ages and the type of behavior which might be
expected to develop under favorable conditions. There is
little on the teacher’s role on guiding the development of
social behavior.
Arrington^ studied the social contacts initiated by the
observed child or the child’s response to contacts initiated
by another child. She differentiated the behavior in terms
of activity; namely, material both social and non-social and
non-material both social and non-social, and in terms of loca
tion in the school; namely, playroom, cubbyroom, yard and
piazza. She did not give any qualitative interpretation to
l.Ruth Arrington, Interrelations in the Behavior of
Youna Children . Child Development Monographs No. 8. New
York: Bureau of Publications Teachers’ College, Columbia
University, 1932.
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6the findings of her study. Her most valuable contribution to
this paper are the conclusions she made concerning the three
year old child. The frequency of social contacts among three
year old children were found to be twice as great as those
among two year old children with a more marked predominance
of verbal contacts. The three year olds initiated more con-
tacts with children than with adults. They showed less
observable emotional activity such as crying and laughing than
the two year olds but she was not sure that there was adequate
sampling of this type of behavior to draw any valid conclu-
sions
.
Hagman^ made a quantitative study of companionship
choices, emphasizing this as one feature of the child's
social adjustment. Only those activities which were "overt
signs of reaction" to another presence were considered in
this study of companionship. -Her conclusions were about two
year olds and four year olds and hence not of special value
to the author. Her descriptions of classification were inter
esting.
1. Shows no interest in another child.
1. Elizabeth Peleger Hagman, The Comnanlonshl p of Pre -
school Children , a quantative study of companionship choices.
University of Iowa, Studies in Child Welfare, Vol. 7, No. 4.
Iowa City: University of Iowa, 1933.
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72. Shows interest but does not participate
a. Looks at him
b. Looks at the material he is using
c. Listens to him
d. Approaches or withdraws from him, glancing now '
and then.
3. Participates
a. Comes into physical contact with awareness
b. Talks to another child
c. Plays with or touches same material or apparatus
as another child.
d. Participates in activity with another child.
This participation may be direct, without an intermediary
object, or indirect through a medium of contact.
Thomas^ studied social behavior from standpoint of physi-
cal contacts. She hoped by this approach to give the study a
quality of objectivity, to supplement other studies done in
various sections of the child's total behavior; to establish,
if possible, relationship between data and other measurable
results and lastly to make suggestions for changes in environ-
ment that would modify responses of children. The value of
the study of interest to the author was "To furnish sugges-
tions regarding the influence of adults and equipment upon
pthe development of children." For materials she found jungle
1. Dorothy Thomas and asociates. Some New Techniques for
Studying Social Behavior . Child Development Monographs No.
1. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers' College,
Columbia University, 1929.
2. Ibid., p. 75, lines 24-26.

8gym and stairs made for greatest variety of contacts. Con-
tacts made and received she classified as
1. Accident—no intention or purpose
2. Assistance (spontaneous or requested)
3. Caress
4. Exploration—manipulation with evidence of curiosity.
G-rouping as to responses,
1. Passivity
2. Cooperation
—
game
3. Cooperation—spontaneous
4. Resistance
5. Flight
The most significant results in her study come from the
psychological testing situation. It was impossible to record
objectively the influence of the tester's personality but the
child's sensitiveness and responsiveness was as great to in-
tonation as to actual words of praise or encouragement.
Murphy's^ study, basically one in sympathy, was of value
to the author because of the social roots of sympathetic
behavior. She found that a feeling of sympathy was to a
large extent a social feeling for the misfortune of another
person, child or adult. Children use sympathy as a positive
device for contact with others, responding to the sympathy
stimulus by helping, removing or attempting to remove the
1. Lois Barclay Murphy, Social Behavior and Child Per-
sonality . An Exploratory Study of Some Roots of Sympathy.
New York, Morningside Heights: Columbia University Press,
1937.

9cause of distress, comforting, punishing the cause, protect-
ing, warning, etc. She found it was not characteristic of a
three year old to be anxious when a member of the group was
in distress j he Just looked up, watched, and went on with his
own play. Murphy reported that numerous studies on conflict
and aggression have given the picture of the three year old
as a rather "primitive young animal." She found that this is
only partially true; that among three year olds there is a
wide variety of cooperative, friendly, and sympathetic res-
ponses to other children and adults. Aggressive behavior is
conspiclous but studies dealing with emotional behavior from
the developmental point of view indicate, according to
Jersild,^ that "neutral or relatively friendly contacts out
number overtly hostile advances in the case of the normal
child."
In addition to facts pertaining mainly to sympathy,
Murphy discussed many other factors in the nursery situation
which might have significance for children's behavior. The
ages of children are important. If there is a mixed age
range, i.e., older and younger, the younger children do not
1 . Arthur Jersild, "Emotional Development^" L. Carmichael,
editor. Manual of Child Psychology ; New York and London:
McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc., 1943 . P. 773 , lines 20 - 23 .

10
have the same interest in materials as the older ones, hence
less conflict. If children are of similar developmental age,
there is more similarity of interest in material, hence more
conflict. She emphasized the importance of a wider age range
to make possible more social responses, especially of a positive
nature. Social responses develop from mere watching to play-
ing alongside with no overt give or take; to overt give or
take with verbal or physical contacts.
V/illiams and Mattson^ studied the effect of social group-
ings upon the language of pre-school age children roughly
three and one half to four years of age. They found that
there was a tendency for large groups to baffle a young child;
that the three and one half year old talked more and was more
sociable in small groups. The exact size of smallness was not
given. However, two children and an adult did more talking
than any other size group included in this study. They were
not sure the same would be applicable to other age or larger
sized groups than they studied, but for growth of verbal lan-
guage of three year olds, such size groups are most favorable.
Some of the other trends noted in this study were
1. Ruth M. Williams and Marion L. Mattson, ’’Effect of
Social Groupings upon the Language of Pre-school Children,”
Child Development . Vol. 13, No. 4, December 1942.
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1. As group size increases, language becomes more social
and less egocentric.
2. As group size increases, slightly more verbal cri-
ticism.
3. Most questions are asked when one adult and one child.
4. As group size increases from single child, there is
a decrease in the amount of repetition.
5. Even when there are several children in a group to-
gether there is a great deal of monologue and dual
monologue
.
Farten’s^ studies on two to five year old children cover
leadership, social group play and extent of social participa-
tion. Unlike Buhler, who says that leadership comes from a
difference in equilibrium and assurance in children, she
assumes that leadership is not a simple trait, possessed to
a maximum degree or not at all but as a trait present in
various dectrees in all children. She measures the degree of
leadership in spontaneous activity. She also assumed that
leadership was a function of the personnel of the group and
of its activities as well as a function of the Individual
child. She summarized her findings about factors related to
leadership as follows
:
1. Mildred Parten, "Social Flay Among Pre-school Children,
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology 1933, 28, pp. 136-147,
"Leadership Among Pre-school Children," Journal of Abnor-
mal and Social Psychology 1933, 27, pp. 430-441.
"Social Participation Among Pre-school Children," Journal
of Abnormal and Social Psychology 1932, 27, pp. 243-269.
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1. Independent pursuit declined steadily with age, start
ing by the third year,
2. Following increased in the early years, reaching its
peak at the end of the third year and decreasing dur-
ing the fourth year,
3. Intermediate relationship, both directing and follow-
ing, appeared at first in the third year and did not
show a tendency to increase after that,
4. Reciprocal leadership reached its peak at the middle
of the third year, replacing a large amount of the
independent play stopped at this time,
5. Directing a group belonged mainly to the older ages;
four and five year olds.
In regard to social play, Parten was concerned with the size
of groups, factors influencing the child's choice of play-
mates, and the social value of various activities. She found
with children between the ages of two and five years that the
size of the group- varied from two to fifteen children with
the smaller numbers, such as three, being most frequent and
groups of more than five rare. The choice of playmates was
influenced a great deal by older and younger siblings at
home. Her study on social participation was a quantitatively
one done during free play period so as to eliminate greater
amount of adult participation. Social participation was
treated in two aspects, namely; extensive, i,e,, the number
of social contacts made and intensive, i,e,, the kind of
group participated in and the role of the individual in the
group. Play, she classified as unoccupied, limited to ones
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own body; onlooker; solitary; parallel; and group, both as-
sociative and organized, cooperative play. Other authors con-
sider social participation to be possible only in the two last
situations. In associative play, the children play with one
another even though the play is not well organized. In co-
operative play, the efforts of one child are supplemented by
those of another for the attainment of a goal. For this,
Parten used her particular phrase of "organized supplementary
play."
Young children when put together, do not make a group in
a psychological sense; they are merely an aggregate of indi-
viduals. According to Buhler,^ a group is formed out of help-
lessness and need; a desire for companionship in play; a com-
mon Interest in some material or toy; or seeking for informa-
ption or discussion. Isaacs states that social relations and
the formation of young children's groups, arise from a cross-
ing of phantasies giving rise to mutual activity. Groups of
children, thus formed, are very tentative and closely depen-
dent on the leadership of the adults. The adult is very
1. Charlotte Buhler, "The Social Behavior of Children,"
C. Murchison, editor, A Handbook of Child Psychology . 2nd ed.;
Worcester: Clark University Press, 1933. Pp. 37^-^l6.
2. Susan Isaacs, Social Development in Young Children ,
London: George Routledge and Sons, Ltd., 1937. Chap. 1,
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important because she is looked upon as a protector while
other children are considered as enemies. Buhler, however,
assigns this closeness to an adult to the child's desire to
learn the many things that an adult does. This serves as one
of the main sources of contacts between the two. Bridges^
states that children, between the ages two to five years, go
through three definite stages of defined relationships with
adults, namely;
1. Dependent stages in which the child is passive, de-
pending on adult for assistance and attention.
2. Resistive stage in which the child strives to be in-
dependent from and develop a power over adults. This
stage is usually found between the ages of two and one
half and three
.
3. Self-reliance stage in which cooperative behavior
dominates
.
p
Buhler, likewise, speaks of the resistive stage, between two
and three years of age; she calls it a "period of obstinancy."
During this period, the unknowing adult often interferes with
the plans and needs of the child. She states that this period
is an essential one, and if it is not reached, there will be
unfavorable results in later development. Isaacs objects to
such a definite scheme of stages because it does not allow for
individual or environmental differences. She supports a
1. Katherine Bridges. Social and Emotional Development
of the Pre-school Child. London; Kea:an Paul. 1931. Chao. 1.
2. Buhler, 0^. Cit.
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"general normal outline of tendencies for the child three and
over in his relationships with an adult who is understanding
those needs.
According to Gesell,^ the three year old child has a
strong tendency to make social contacts, especially with
adults. He carries on a great deal of conversation, more of
it being directed toward adults than toward other children.
In so far as this is a "me too" age, he is conscious of doing
things in a group. He will respond more readily to picking
up toys as a group game than as a task for him individually.
He responds to the positive element in most situations; moves
through routines of eating, washing, sleeping, and toileting
with comparative ease. He has better command of language and
can reason better. In so far as he has a better developed
sense of the other person, he can solve his own problems
better with less adult guidance. Because of his increasing
sociality, he is very sensitive to isolation not only from
adults but also from children to whom he is beginning to res-
pond, While he is still responsive to substitution of toys
or activities, he is able to wait his turn for an activity or
toy. The "me too" desire is satisfied by a large amount of
parallel play. However, he can participate in continuing
1. Isaacs, 02. clt .
.
p. 425, lines 10-11.
2. Arnold Gesell and Frances Ilg, "Infant and Child in
the Culture of Today," Harpers . 1943. Chap. 18.
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group play and initiate more group play. The behavior of the
children in the group is relatively unpredictable, quite a
mixture of stormy and cooperative activity, with quite a bit
of imagination. By the time he is three and a half, he has
developed strong friendships and discrimination against the
rest of the group.
According to Jersild and Markey,^ early social behavior
of children does not conform to "type reaction." From ob-
served overt behavior, he believes that children do not have
a strong "war against all" or "love of fellow-men" philosophy.
Adjustment of the child to the group is slow and a learned
process. What a child does in a certain situation is deter-
mined by its peculiar features and his past adjustment to
other situations. In so far as people take on meaning to him
in terms of what they do, and in so far as he is befriended
more than he is abused, he is more likely to be friendly than
not. In the group, the adjustment to dominance is along spe-
cific lines. The children in the group learn which children
they can master and which ones can master them. They learn
to avoid the path of the strong or more aggressive child in
1
. Arthur T. Jersild and Frances V. Markey. Conflict
between Pre-school Children . Child Development Monograph No.
21
, 1935 .
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order to escape being molested. They acquire more subtle
methods of meeting their difficulties and obtaining favors
from others. They learn to use adult "shibboleths'* to their
own advantage. New objects, such as toys, usually stimulate
them to try anew their status in the group.
Jersild and Fite,^ in searching for factors in the nur-
sery school situation that influence social development,
found that they depend partly on the particular environ-
ment in which the child v;ill function. This includes the
physical environment; daily schedule for activity; social en-
vironment of the group, such as previous acquaintanceship,
proportion of boys to girls, age and mental age distribution,
presence of older age group on play yard, relationship to
teacher, head, assistants, and students. The importance of
all this, he summarizes, "Every relationship that is built
up within the group will Influence every other relationship
within the group and through this the behavior and adjustment
of individuals."^
Though the group studied by Johnson^ ranged in age from
1. Arthur T. Jersild and Mary D. Fite, The Influence of
Nursery School Experience on Children’s Social Adjustments .
Child Development Monograph No. 25. New York; Bureau of
Publications, Teachers^ College, Columbia University, 1939.
2. Ibid .
.
p. 38, lines 9-10.
3. Harriet Johnson, Children in the Nursery School . New
York: John Day Co., 1928.
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beginning of walking to three years of age, the author found
much of what she had to offer pertinent to any group of young
children. Social environment according to Johnson is one fac-
tor that must be faced when children are put together in a
group for a large part of their waking hours. She differen-
tiated social "no form" from social "evolved form"; the for-
mer is merely indicative of a normal out going tendency to
respond to the other fellow; the latter the capacity for the
child to Join together with others in working out a common
problem. She put great emphasis on positive sharing whereas
Isaacs would also include negative. According to Johnson:
As we weave the fabric of nursery school experience, the
thread of social activity runs through it all. In the
beginning it is an accompaniment only to the pattern of
physical activity. After that design is firmly woven the
two patterns are more and more closely united until they
become practically one since the human individual is es-
sentially a social being.
1
Johnson emphasized the great adaptability of children which
allows them to adjust to any sort of social situation whether
suitable to their capacity or not. She stressed the impor-
tance for teachers to understand the needs of the children so
that the social situation would not be to the disadvantage of
or at the expense of any child. Although blocks did not play
1. Ibid
.
.
pp. 100-101, lines 33-34 and 1-5.
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an important part in the social play of children as young as
these in this study, Johnson stated that three year olds use
blocks increasingly as vehicles for elaborate drama. She
also had the following to say about three year olds:
He is still Interested in locomotor activities— though
more elaborated and developing more in direction of 'stunts
feats of strength and coordination but most of attention
absorbed in finer muscle performances including language,
Dolls are covered with meticulous care: their blankets
arranged with much attention to smooth surfaces and pro-
perly tucked in corners. Blocks are piled or arranged in
patterned forms with precision in placing and skill in
balancing. The use of crayons is still largely motor but
there is more intention in the way the lines are placed
and some representative forms begin to appear. The im-
pulse to treat materials experimentally follows the course
of the developing ability to plan beforehand and to exe-
cute. The increase in language facility provides a tool
for social experimentation and the richer background of
experience that the years have accumulated gives content
for the rehearsal play in which groups of children Join.^
The author found in research material some objective
material on the teacher's Influence on social relations of
young children and methods of evaluating techniques. However,
the bulk of such material was found in the literature of the
field mainly as subjective opinions based on informal observa-
tions ,
Although Moore's^ study was concerned mainly with the
1. Ibid
.
.
p, 318, lines 7-28.
2. Elizabeth Skelding Moore, The Development of Mental
Health in a Group of ^oung Children , an analysis of factors in
purposeful activity. University of Iowa Studies in Child Wel-
fare, Vol, IV, No. 6; Iowa City: University of Iowa, May 1931
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mental health of a group of young children, she devoted a
section to the teacher’s attempts to modify behavior. These
attempts were made in response to the children's need and
followed through on whether they were successful or not. The
needs of the child showed themselves through his activity,
such as follows
:
1. Manifestation of the activity of the child in modify-
ing his environment.
2. Manifestations of the way in which the child con-
structs new patterns out of past experiences.
3. Manifestations of the effort with which the child will
work toward a goal.
4. Manifestations of the poise, equilibrium. Integration
of the child with his environment.
These are further divided into more specific activities, fur-
ther divided so as to give desired opposites with a neutral
point such as, under number 1 above.
Shows alert curiosity, explores
a. Does he inquire or explore to extreme degree, at
times being venturesome or destructive in his
desire to find out?
b. Is he alert, does he like to explore?
c. Is he content with things as they are?
All of Moore's sub-divisions are not mutually opposite and
hence do not divide the behavior expression into as meaningful
catagorles as the author would have liked. The teacher's
attempts to modify behavior were classified as follows, namely!
1. Informing
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2. Creating opportunities
3. Showing friendliness
4. G-iving contagious example
5. Building healthy attitudes
6. Rebuilding attitudes
7. Sharing cultural experiences
Landreth^ gave social development as the second most
important goal of the teacher in a paper on development of a
method of observing teacher-child contacts, comparison of
types of contacts made in different teaching situations, com-
parison of types of contacts made in a younger group with
those in an older group, and comparison of types of contacts
made in a university school and W.P.A. one. Social develop-
ment she defined in terms of
Teacher’s efforts in helping the child to learn to live
with other people. This is accomplished by the Teacher's
setting an example, defining, suggesting and approving
acceptable social behavior, promoting pleasant group ex-
periences, and interchange of ideas, cultivating social
perception, redirecting or devaluating undesirable social
behavior and insuring considerate treatment of animals.
2
The methods used were physical restraint, compulsion, gui-
dance, assistance, fondling or chastisement; verbal-suggestion
command, request, disapproval, question, information or
approval; the first three being both positive and negative.
1. Catherine Landreth, Gladys M. Gardener, Bettie C.
Echart, Anne D. Prugh, "Teacher Child Contacts in Nursery
Schools," Journal of Experimental Education . Vol. 11, No. 2,
December 1943. Pp. 65-91.
2. Ibid., Method Goals, No. 5. P. 69.
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These were all used with the ultimate goal of getting chil-
dren to respond to diminished cues, gradually freeing them
from dependence on the teacher. Most of the time the teacher
told the children what to do rather than what not to do;
demonstrated activities, gave encouragement and approval,
offered Information or questioned to stimulate thinking, and
gave necessary physical guidance in learning new motor skills.
The previous information describes the teacher in a University
Nursery School situation. In a W.P.A. School Landreth found
definite differences. There was more of an authoritorlan
attitude on the part of the teacher with greater interest in
having orders carried out and routines followed through than
in educational possibilities of these experiences for the
children; more physical handling; more imperative sentences
and less declarative ones giving suggestions or information.
What information was given referred more to the specific
situation than to relationships. Most favored method was
that of a positive command. There was little disapproval used
but more than in the University Nursery. Other than setting
up good qualities of teaching at the University and comparing
that of W.P.A. schools with it, Landreth had little to say
about the relative values of different handling.
Murphy^ states the teacher's goal as “to help children
1. Murphy, op. cit.
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understand one another’s needs and to respond to them appro-
priately.”^ At the school where she made her study, there '
were two philosphies as regards child-adult relationships.
First, for routine emphasis on learning habits in both the
bath and dining rooms, the teacher had an active role. Second,
on the play ground, her role was one of non-interference. The
child was encouraged to develop security through learning to
initiate contacts with other children. The teacher interfered
in transition periods and to prevent actual physical Injury;
her role was that of censor rather than guide. Examples of
teacher interference in connection with conflict causing cry-
ing are namely:
1. Property rights--teacher defends child who had it first
2. Fight—teacher removes attacking child as she sees it.
If seen from the beginning, she removes or reproves
the initial aggressor.
3. Teacher may suggest restitution or alternative objects
with conflict in property, sharing, too.
4. Teacher supports the blanket rule "Do not slap in nur-
sery school.”
5. If a child appeals for help, the teacher may send him
back to face his aggressor.
6. Teacher reassures a child who is making a bid for
sympathy
. |
7. Teacher may respond directly to child who is crying, ,
1. Ibid., p. 46, lines 20-21
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such as holding child who has been slapped.
The teacher may likewise teach the child to understand situa-
tions that are unpleasant or painful to other children; to
help an injured child understand the motives of the other childjj;
I
to substitute verbal for physical means of settling disputes,
j
Actually, according to the author's standards, such teacher
i
behavior is more than mere censoring, it is actual guiding.
These techniques used by the teacher and the teacher's total '
personality affect the children's behavior in so far as they
assimilate them into their own social relations.
Because Isaacs^ looks at the teacher's part from a psycho-
analytic approach, she differs somewhat from the rest of the
research material. Some of what she has to say is pertinent
to this thesis. She believes that the teacher takes over the
function of the super-ego in the mind of the individual child.
The teacher has power and prestige. If the teacher is loving
as well as authoritarian, the child is safe in putting himself
in her hands to protect his own destructive nature. The tea-
cher's main function is to help the child to be good and to
become good again after he has been hostile. In so far as the
teacher is able to do this, she will be able to develop his
social role. She must be an ideal, not a vengeful, super-ego.
1. Isaacs, clt .
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She can be considered a true educator only in so far as she
works through love, reliability, and gentleness to help chil-
dren pass from the defiant phase of growth to a friendly, co-
operative one
,
Landreth,^ in approaching the question of what it means
for the young child to learn to live with other children, dis-
cusses in what ways the teacher can help the young child to
develop social techniques for getting along with others. Her
thesis started from the premise that the child needs to learn
to enjoy being with other children; that having learned to en-
joy others, he will seek them out, adapt to the social demands
of the group, develop understanding of the other fellow's feel-
ings and contribute to the further enjoyment of all by his con-
tribution to the group. Specifically, she gave the following
tasks to the teacher:
1. The teacher seeks understanding of the child's level
of development at the time he enters school.
2. The teacher endeavors to make the child's first exper-
iences in the group pleasant ones.
3. The teacher does not hurry the first steps in social
adjustment.
4. The teacher sets the stage for constructive social play.
1. Catherine Landreth and Katherine H. Read, Education of
the Young Child ; New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1942.
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5. The teacher remains in the social background as much
as possible giving most of her help indirectly throu^
suggestion and unobtrusive manipulation of the child^s
play situation,
6. The teacher helps the children in their understanding
and accepting of other's behavior.
7. The teacher occasionally approves or defines construc-
tive social behavior.
8. The teacher suggests suitable social techniques to the
child who does not know what to do.
9. The teacher re-directs undesirable social activity in
line with the child’s purpose in initiating the situa-
tion,
10. The alert teacher can occasionally forestall undesira-
ble social behavior by her suggestion.
11. The teacher sets the children an example by her own
social techniques.
12. The teacher devaluates undesirable behavior by ensur-
ing that children obtain little satisfaction from it.
13. While keeping the welfare of the group in mind, the
teacher endeavors to give each child help in terms of
his particular needs and level of development.
14. The teacher helps children accept such simple rules
and routine procedure as are necessary for the welfare
of the group,
15. The teacher organizes group experiences that foster
children's pleasure in sharing activities and interests!
16. The teacher fosters the child's development of skills
and Interests that contribute to his social develop-
ment.^
1. Ibid ., pp. 116-129
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Jerslld and Flte^ found that the teacher was an important
factor in the nursery school situation. He-r attitude was
both a direct and indirect influence on the children's adjust-
ment. To a large extent, the behavior which was acceptable
to the teacher became acceptable to the group. The behavior
that she approved, however, had to be consistent with what
the children could do. Though independence from the teacher
is a desirable goal, it was not an attainable one for the
child who was still so insecure that he had to cling to an
adult; or, who, seeking his independence, yet not accepted by
the children, resorted to lonely play as his only way of get-
ting satisfaction out of his environment. They stressed the
importance of the teacher's attitude; even though it may be
too subtle to show in observations, yet it is undoubtedly of
great value in the child's social adjustment.
pBecause Gesell and Ilg consider guidance rather than
instruction or training more fundamental for the adults work-
ing with young children, they qualify the name teacher with
"guidance." The guidance teacher needs to have "a wholesome,
warm interest in children and a professional realism with res-
pect to their psychology."^ She must be alert, adjustable, well-
1. Jersild and Fite, pp. pit.
2. Gesell and Ilg, op. clt
. ,
chap. 21.
3.
Ibid
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balanced with a sense of humor. She must be expert in per-
ceiving "small but significant" behavior based on the develop-
mental process. She needs "general flexibility," a "sensi-
tivity for the psychological moment," an "ability to antici-
pate and prevent difficulties," an "ability to take criticism,"
an "ability to take responsibility and yet let children take
responsibility" consistent with their development. While it
is true that these are many desirable traits probably not to
be found in any one person, they can be used as some sort of
criteria for judging teachers' work with a group. The author
would like to see this worked out in more detail so that it
might be more applicable in a general way as a means of evalu-
ating a good teacher.
Because of the extreme adaptability of the young child
and the great drive toward social experiences when in a group,
Johnson^ placed great responsibility upon the teacher to make
the social situation suitable for age and maturity of the
children Involved. Johnson believed that the "social environ-
ment must be one which is favorable for growth."
The teacher's part is not to take refuge in a didactic
method to safeguard the children from over stimulation of
too close contacts, but to give the right of way to a
general sort of group play which any individual may enter
or leave at will; to let the child follow his own experi-
mental interest in his fellows as he proves himself able
to help himself in hand and so long as his social activi-
ties are of a sort that do not unduly interfere with the
other child's similar tendencies. That is, if experiments
1. Johnson, op. cit .
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toward gaining social techniques take the form of bullying
or domination, they must not be encouraged, but the teacher
must endeavor to show the children the alternative pos-
,
sibility of a common interest in a cooperative problem.
I
If the experiments seem to be leading to excitement or to i
general physical inactivity of a form unprofitable or in-
|
terfering mischief, again they are to be checked, when- |l
ever possible, by draining them off into other channels.^ i;
In short, the teacher's job is to safeguard the social environ-
ment for each child until he is able to pursue his own inves-
tigations as Johnson says "with profit to himself and without
pdetriment to his fellows.”
1. Johnson, 0£. cit .
.
p. 100, lines 5-25.
2. Ibid
., p. 100, line 31.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD AND DATA
Observations were made at the Ruggles Street Nursery
School. According to the catalogue of the Nursery Training '
School of Boston, 1947-1948:
it is the demonstration nursery school for the Nursery
Training School of Boston. It is also a member of the
Greater Boston Community Fund. Many visitors from abroad,
from all parts of the United States and from our own com-
munity of Greater Boston have come to visit the School
since it was started in January, 1922. It has often been
referred to by educators as an example of what can be done
for little children and their parents in a thickly settled
community
.
Over fifty neighborhood children between the ages of two
and a half and four and a half are enrolled in the School,
and there is a long waiting list. They represent families
differing widely in nationality, race and cultural oppor-
tunities
.
Parents pay fees on a sliding scale adjusted to circum-
stances. From the beginning fathers and mothers have taken
an active part in the life and work of the School. They
have individual, informal conferences with teachers. Par-
ents, staff and students hold frequent meetings.
The professional staff consists of the director. Miss
Elizabeth M. Staub, who also does case work, and a secre-
tary, a pediatrician, a housekeeper-nutritionist and five
teachers, each in charge of her own group of children. The
groups are divided on the basis of age level and maturity.
The children arrive between eight- forty- five and nine-
thlrty o’clock, and are given a thorough health inspection
before their parents leave. They play freely in the yard
or in the attractive rooms and porches until time for mid-
morning lunch. Then follow stories, music, creative expres-
sion with paints, blocks or other materials, play with doll^
and other toys. Active outdoor play at the end of the morn-
ing insures hearty appetites. After a short rest a hot
dinner is served and then the children sleep or rest until
about half-past two. In the afternoon, they have milk to
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drink. After a short play period, their parents call for
them between three- thirty and four o'clock.
Within the School the children, their parents, the staff
and students enjoy an atmosphere of happiness, warmth and
security. It is a friendly and comfortable place. Here
the children learn to do things for themselves, carrying
through routines with ease; they have opportunity for free
creative expression as they grow and mature emotionally;
they learn to live happily with other children and adults
away from home .
^
During the period of observation, three teachers and two
student teachers worked with the group. The author, as much
as possible, focused on the three teachers. The first teacher,
who is the author, is head teacher of the group, has had five
years of teaching experience, two with this particular age
group. The second teacher is the regular assistant teacher
of the group with two yeans of teaching, both with this age
group. The third teacher came as a substitute during a period
when the author was acting director of the school. This third
teacher has had eight years of teaching and supervision in the
middle west. All three teachers have had different training
at various schools for nursery school teaching. They have
widely divergent cultural and socio-economic backgrounds. The
author has not attempted to analyze each teacher's techniques
separately, though this could be done from the original obser-
vations, but has done a composite picture of the techniques
1. Nursery Training School of Boston, Catalogue 1947-1948,
P. 22, lines 1-29, p. 24 lines 1-6.
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used on this group of children hy these teachers.
The group of children which the author observed was com-
posed of twenty five three year old children. All observa-
tions were made during September, October, November, and
December of 1946 and January of 1947. Because of the shift-
ing of children, into various groups, not all of the same
children were watched during the entire period. By the end
of the period of observation, all but two of the children had
passed their third birthday and none had reached the fourth
one. The age given in Table I is the median age during the
period of observation. The Terman-Merrill Revised Stanford
Binet I.Q.'s reported are the results of tests made through-
out the entire year 1946-4? and a fev/ from the previous year.
They represent, therefore, a wider age variation than the rest
of the data. They are presented here with that limitation in
mind, but they do add a little more information about the chil-
dren with whom these techniques were used.
Because during the period in which data for this study
were collected the author was a full-time worker as teacher
or administrator no fixed plan for observations was possible.
The early observations are complete Incidents of social behav-
ior where a teacher did enter in to exert social pressure.
The later observations, especially those taken in December and
January, are running accounts of group activity from which
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TABLE I
CHILDREN OBSERVED
Name Date of Birth Median Age for
Obser. Period
IQ**
Marty Jan. 28, 1943 3-8* 98
Judie Mar. 2, 1943 3-7 105
Larry C. Mar. 9, 1943 3-8 115
Cathie Apr. 23, 1943 3-5 87
Herman Apr. 30, 1943 3-6 121
Pe ter May 1, 1943 3-6 140
Rosanna May 3, 1943 3-6 86
Diane May 17, 1943 3-5 122
Cynthia June 27, 1943 3-4
Larry H, Aug. 4, 1943 3-4 •
Eddie R. Aug. 10, 1943 3-4 103
Bobbie Aug. 16, 1943 3-4 95
Val Aug. 18, 1943 3-4 —
Joel Sept. 13, 1943 3-3 114
Audrey Sept. 29, 1943 3-3 110
Jordan Sept. 29, 1943 3-4 107
Donna Oct
.
6, 1943 3-1 116
Ge orge Oct. 16, 1943 3 109
Debbie Nov. 19, 1943 3-1 —
Dannie Nov. 19, 1943 3-1 —
Paul Nov. 19, 1943 3 —
Jeff Dec. 14, 1943 3 —
Beverly Jan. 1, 1944 2-11 103
Eddie H. Jan. 5, 1944 3 —
Elaine Feb. 20, 1944 2-11 95
* 3-8 means three years and eight months.
**I.Q.’s are from tests given with Terman-Merrill Revised
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale.
•''•••^^^Children have not ueen tested.

incidents of teacher guidance are taken.
Several years ago when the author took a seminar in
child guidance, she was impressed by the use of social pres-
sure applied by an adult either in the direction in which the
child was going, or to give him direction, or in the direc-
tion opposite to which he was golngl^ From this early begin-
ning, to which has been added the author's experience as a
teacher, further reading and thought, have come the criteria
used for analyzing the observations in this study. The cri-
teria, set up fully later in this chapter, answer three ques-
tions about the teacher and her relationship to the social
contacts of the children. First, why does the teacher enter
into their social relations to apply social pressure; second,
how does she enter in; and third, what means does she use to
do so.
The answer to the first question, "Why does the teacher
enter into their social relations?" sets forth the philosophy
underlying the teacher’s part in the establishment of good
social relations. The author has assigned to this question
five general reasons. They are as follows:
New York State College of Home Economics at Cornell
University : Ithaca, New York: No. A-3739, Farm and Home Week
February 11, 1936.
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1. The teacher enters in to help a child whom she feels
needs to make social contacts.
2. The teacher enters in because a child apparently wants
to make social contacts but is unskilled in making the
proper approach. She often acts as his interpreter.
3. The teacher enters into the situation when the child
stands on the threshold of a social act, undecided
whether to enter or not.
4. The teacher enters in to heighten a going social acti-
vity.
5. The teacher enters in to redirect the behavior into
contacts that are socially more desirable.
The answer to the second question, "How does the teacher
enter into their social relations?" is covered by several
specific situations listed under each of the five reasons for
entering already given.
1. When the teacher enters to help a child to become
ready for social experiences with other children, she
may
a. interpret the child s behavior to other chil-
dren
b. interpret other children's behavior to the
child
c. accept his dependence on her as an adult but
point out the value of contacts with the other
children
d. give him confidence in his own abilities by
giving him knowledge of skills that will be
of social value
e. protect his rights until he is able to protect
them himself
f. make what casual contacts he may have pleasant
ones
2. When the teacher enters to encourage a child to parti-
cipate in social experiences for which she feels he
is ready, she may
a. set the physical environment so as to encour-
age social contacts
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b. limit amount of equipment so that it must be
shared
c. have equipment that is too large for one child
to handle alone
d. give specific directions or suggestions for
social participation
e. put together those children who will ’’fit"
and complement each other
f. act as a ready reference point for information
and help
3. When the teacher enters so as to make social experi-
ences desirable and positive so that the hesitant
child will accept rather than refuse to participate
in social activities, she may
a. assign or suggest that the group assign to
the child a role that he is willing to accept
b. encourage the hesitant child to go along with
another child who is socializing in the de-
sired direction
c. give the hesitant child confidence in his
ability to benefit by the new experiences in
social relations
4. When the teacher enters so as to heighten a going
social experience, making it more meaningful and sat-
isfying to the child or the group, she may '
a. use the situation for social sharing even
b. encourage and praise good social behavior
c. offer suggestions and/or equipment to make
the experience more meaningful
d. actively participate as a member of the group
to lift the level of the play where it will
be more satisfying to the group
5. When the teacher handles behavior that is undesirable
according to the standards of the group as set up by
the teacher, she may
a. try to find out the cause for the undesirable
behavior
b. try to redirect the behavior into desirable
channels, if possible, in harmony with the
original motive
c. maintain the established rules of right and
wrong
d. remove the aggressor child or disputed object
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from the Immediate situation
e. Try to redirect interest into a desirable
activity
The answer to the third question, "What means does the
^teacher use to enter into their social relations?" gives the
actual techniques used by the teacher. In general, she cein
exert social pressure by encouragement (approval), disapproval,
suggestion, demonstration, or explanation (giving of informa-
tion). These may, for the most part, be done either verbally
or physically.
The observations taken are divided into incidents of
social behavior into which the teacher entered in order to
guide. In the analyzed observations, the reason for entering
is given by an arable number corresponding to one of the five
categories Just given; this is followed by a small letter
which identifies specifically how she enters the situation.
In the second column comes first the abbreviation ver (verbal)
or phy (physical) followed by one of the following: en (en-
couragement), dis (disapproval), sug (suggestion), dem (demon-
stration), or ex (explanation).
The following is a sample of the analyzed observations.
The complete set will be found in the appendix,
September 18, 1946 Col. Col.
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Joel and George have difficulties. Joel
strikes out at George and then runs behind
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He?' He does this twice and HC says, "Why
you can fight your own "battles, " Joel
returns, strikes out again and turns away.
ST2 says, "Run, run so he can't catch
you." Joel smiles and runs; George chases
him. This becomes a good game.
Joel and Bobbie are at the dinner table.
Bobbie says, "Street car down here," and
points to the floor, "house up there,"
and points to the ceiling. Joel smiles
at him and repeats what he has said. Bob-
bie repeats it again. There is more good
social give and take. ST nods approval
for the good conversation and accurate in-
formation.
Judie, Paul, George, Peter, Val, wlarty are
on the inclined plane. The play is highly
disorganized. HC suggests that they all go 2d ver-sug
down the plane. They accept this suggestion
and a reasonably friendly group results.
Val does not cooperate. George tries to
push in for a turn all of the time.
2d ver-sug
4b phy-en
1. HC, the regular assistant teacher of the group.
2. ST, the regular head teacher of the group.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
The author analyzed in terms of the criteria set up and
described in the previous chapter 157 incidents of behavior
related to social contacts to find the relative frequency of
the way in which the teacher entered into the children's
social situations. When the material was broken down into
its smallest units, the results are those shown in Table II.
The total number of incidents in each of the five categories
and the percentages in each are given in Table III.
The fact that the largest percentage i39%) is in category
5 shows that the teacher entered into the social relations
most often when it was a question of correcting or redirecting
undesirable behavior. The reasons for her entering were ob-
viously to prevent real physical harm, to give the child more
social control than he himself could exercise alone, and to
maintain the group standard of conformity. In so far as these
last two reasons are concerned, the teacher's guidance was
largely positive though called forth in response to negative
behavior on the part of the children. Almost one quarter of
the incidents handled under this category represented attempts
on the part of the teacher to guide the child in the same or
t.
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TABLE II
ANALYSIS OF OBSERVATIONS
Category or xne
criteria*
Teacher s method of
guidance*
Number of situa-
tions in each
catep!;orv
la ver-ex 6
la ver-dis 1
la ver-sug 2
la ver-dem 1
la ver-en 1
la phy-dem 1
la phy-en 1
lb ver-ex 1
Ih ver-dis 2
lb ver-en 1
lb phy-dem 2
lb phy-en 1
Ic ver-sug 1
Id ver-en 1
Id ver-sug 4
Id ver-dem 3
Id phy-dem 1
le ver-ex 3
le ver-sug 3
If ver-sug 1
If ver-en 2
If ver-ex 1
If phy-dem 2
Total in category 1 42
2a phy-dem 1
2b ver-sug 2
2c ver-sug 1
2c phy-dem 1
2d ver-ex 2
* See explanation in previous chapter.
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TABLE II (continued)
Category of the
criteria*
Teacher’s method of
guidance*
Number of situa-
tions in each
catesorv
2d ver-sug 6
2e ver-sug 4
2f ver-ex 1
2f ver-sug 2
2f ver-en 1
Total in category 2 21
3a ver-sug 1
3b ver-sug 1
3c ver-sug 1
3c ver-en 1
3c phy-dem 1
Total in category 3 5
4a ver-en 7
4a ver-sug 4
4a ver-ex 5
4a phy-en 2
4b ver-en 3
4b phy-en 2
4c ver-sug 2
4c ver-ex 1
4c phy-dem 1
4d ver-en 1
4d phy-dem 1
Total in category 4 29
5a ver-sug
'
6
5a ver-ex 9
5a phy-dem 2
5b ver-ex 2
5b ver-sug 8
5b phy-dem 1
* See explanation in previous chapter.
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TABLE (continued)
Category of the
criteria'*^
Teacher's method of
guidance*
Number of situa-
tions in each
cateKorv
5c ver-sug 4
5c ver-ex 14
5c phy-dem 4
5c phy-dis 1
5d ver-ex 2
5d phy-dem 1
5e ver-sug 3
5e ver-ex 2
5e phy-dem 1
Total in category 5 60
•^•See explanation in previous chapter.
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TABLE III
PERCENTAGES OF INCIDENTS
Category Number of
incidents
% in each
cateaorv
1. Help a child he-
come ready 42 26^
2. Encourage the child
who is ready 21 13^
3. Help the hesitant
child to accept
social experiences 5 1>%
4. Heighten a going
social experience 29 19%
5. Redirect undesirable
behavior 60 ^9%
Total 157 Total 100^
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similar direction to which he was originally going. The au-
thor defined undesirable behavior in this category (5) in a
limited sense. If it had been defined from the four follow-
ing points of view, category 5 would have covered parts also
of categories 1, 2, and 3 and would hence have had even a
greater percentage. Undesirable behavior may be defined so
as to include,
1. Opposition from the child is based on a misunderstand-
ing of what is to happen, therefore he needs experi-
ence to give the situation meaning.
2. Opposition is based on false or exaggerated unplea-
santness that may result from previous experiences;
therefore, he needs to have his anticipations changed.
3. Opposition is a technique for avoiding legitimate res-
ponsibility or securing special prive leges.
4. Opposition is the result of inexperience in learning
better techniques of behavior.!
The next largest number of incidents { 26%) is found in
the category (l) where the teacher helps the child become
ready to participate in social experiences. Though of all
the categories this is most like the one covering undesirable
behavior, the emphasis here is on the positive preventive side
of guidance coming from a positive act on the part of the
child rather than a negative one
.
1. New York State College of Home Economics , op. cit.
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In 19% of the incidents, the teacher's part was that of
a stimulus to further action or an appreciative audience.
Children in the process of establishing social relations with
other children still look to the adults for approval. The
response of the adult to this need often serves to promote or
continue a social activity that could perhaps function with-
out teacher guidance but which with teacher guidance functions
on a more satisfying level for the children participating.
The two categories with the lowest (2-13^ and 3-3^) are
both characterized by more teacher direction than any of the
other categories. There seems to be a laissey-faire attitude
on the part of teachers, a tendency to leave the child alone
until he has made knovm the direction in which he wants to go.
The author believes that skillful help aimed at giving the
children a sense of direction may bring about a situation
which is positive, and thus the teacher's part may become that
of a stimulus to further desirable action (category 4). Often
the child's own direction will lead to undesirable behavior
(category 5) which must be corrected. Granted that it is im-
possible and not good to try to avoid all undesirable behavior
as children adjust to a group situation, the author feels that
the teacher should be aware of them and should use techniques
that will in general guide the children's behavior positively
toward better social relations.
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There were forty nine incidents recorded that the author
discarded when analyzing the observations. They may be divid-
ed as follows
:
Negative techniques 3
Child-child relationships .... 17
Casual teacher-child contacts . . 12
Situations needing adult help . . 12
Situations with students .... 5
The three negative Incidents were so called because they
represent exactly the opposite of those set up by the criteria.
The reasons for entering were negative and not in harmony :
with the desired goals.
In the seventeen child-child relationships there was no
I
observable teacher guidance. The situations were apparently
mutually satisfying to the children participating and in har- !
mony with the group standards of conduct.
The twelve casual teacher- chi Id contacts were character-
ized by a lack of "give and take." There was merely an ap-
|
proach going from the adult without any response from the ,
child
.
Twelve incidents represent situations that had excellent
possibilities for social experience and growth but needed
adult help to realize these ends. The adult help was not
given.
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As the author tried to record only incidents involving
the three teachers, she eliminated those five in which stu-
dents participated.
The author, who was one of the teachers in the group,
used her own methods of handling children as part of the
observations. She is firmly convinced of the desirability
of fostering social relationships because of the natural
social awareness of the three year old child. Because of
these two facts the observations are likely to be biased.
The incidents reported on were few (l46) as were the number
of teachers observed (three). The conclusions are limited by
these facts.
Because the author is responsible for teaching this age
group of children and also responsible for training student
teachers, she would like to see further study done in this
same area along these same lines.
The author would like to do a further study applying
these same criteria to a larger sample of teacher techniques
gathered from many hours of observation on several teachers.
Such a study should properly eliminate errors of sampling and
bias found in this first study and also serve as a basis for
refining the criteria applied.
The author believes also that out of a more extended
study along the same lines as this one conclusions might be
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reached concerning the evaluation of teaching techniques as
well as an enumeration of techniques used. Judgments of
teachers as good and poor are loose and often rather meaning-
less. Even when they are not, they are unsatisfactory for
the comparison of two or more teachers considered equally
good. Such a study should set up standards of behavior that
could be applied objectively for a Judgment of the quality
of the teacher's relations with the social behavior of the
children of her group. While the author realizes that indi-
vidual differences among teachers will always exist, still
she feels that there needs to be some measure for Judging
the quality of the teachers from the techniques used in rela-
tion to the social relations of young children.
In a further attempt to make objective data on good and
poor teaching, the author believes a study should be made
which would evaluate the modifications in social behavior of
the children resulting from different techniques used by
teachers. Such a study would be of value to teachers respon-
sible for the training of student teachers as it would serve
as a guide for what students should watch for and imitate.
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APPENDIX
An abbreviated guide for analyzing the observations
Reasons for teachers entering social situations and how they
enter, (column I of observations)
1. To help a child become ready
a. Interprets his behavior
b. Interprets other's behavior
c. Accepts his dependence
d. Gives him social skills
e. Protects his rights
f. Makes pleasant casual contacts
2. To encourage the child who is ready
a. Sets a social environment
b. Limits equipment
c. Offers large equipment
d. Gives direction for participation
e. Plans a group to "fit."
f. Serves as a reference point for information
3. To help a hesitant child accept
a. Assigns a role to him
b. Pairs children
c. Gives him confidence
4. To heighten a going experience
a. Participates for social sharing
b. Encourages good social behavior
c. Offers suggestion to improve play
d. Participates to lift the level of the play
5. To handle undesirable behavior
a. Finds out cause
b. Redirects into desirable similar channels
c. Maintains the rules
d. Removes the aggressor or object
e. Redirects into a desirable activity.
Means by which teachers guide children (column II)
ver-verbal, phy-physical, dis-disapproval, sug-suggestion,
en-encouragement, dem-demonstration, ex-explanation
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OBSERVATIONS
September 18, 1946
Col.
I
Joel and George have difficulties.
Joel strikes out at George and then runs
behind HC.^ He does this twice and HC
;
says, "Why, you can fight your own bat-
tles." He returns, strikes out again i
and turns away.
I
ST2 says, "Run, run, so he can’t
i
2d
catch you." Joel smiles and runs;
George chases him. This becomes a good
|
game
. j
Joel and Bobbie are at the dinner
|
table. Bobbie says, "Street car down
^
here," and points to the floor, "House
;
up there," and points to the ceiling.
j
Joel smiles at him and repeats what he
|
has said. Bobbie repeats it again. I
There is more good social give and take. i
ST nods approval for the good conversa-
j
4b
tion and accurate information.
Judie, Paul, George, Peter, Val, and
Marty are on the inclined plane . The
play is highly disorganized. HC suggests 2d
that they all go down the plane . They
accept this suggestion and a reasonably
friendly group results. Val does not co-
operate. George tries to push in for a
turn all of the time
.
Col.
II
ver-sug
t
j
phy-en
j
ver-sug
1. He, the regular assistant teacher of the group
2. ST, the regular head teacher of the group
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September 19, 1946
r.arty back to school for the first i
time this semester greets ST with, "You
|
haven’t seen me for a long time," ST '
answers agreeing with his statement.
She starts a conversation about what he
did during the summer. He finally
leaves her, goes over to the cupboard,
loads the truck full of the sandbox
j
toys, brings the toys to the sandbox,
dumps them, and allows the other chil-
|
dren to play with them. Finally he gets i
in too and plays along side of Bobbie,
|
Val, and G-eorge,
4b
September 20, 1946
George has found a brush. Val
tries to grab it from him. Both hold '
it and struggle. No progress is made.
He Intervenes saying, "George was using lb
it," She removes Val's hands from the lb
brush. Val goes off grumbling and finds
;
something else to do,
Judie, Paul and Peter in the air-
plane, Joel and Bobbie Join them. Stu-
;
dent tells Bobbie where he can sit.
They all Just sit. Finally HC comes
over and starts making airplane noises.
The group picks up the sounds. Joel
|
waves goodbye and says, "We go in plane.":
All wave goodbye. HC waves. Donna If
attracted by noise comes over and Joins
the group . '
Bobbie tries to take brush away
from George. George Just yells and
screams. Bobbie continues to hold on.
HC tells Bobbie that it is George’s. lb
She then tells George that all he did
was yell. "You didn’t tell Bobbie it 2c
was yours." George listens intently,
^
Donna, Bobbie, Larry C. and Marty
|
are in a group. They all carry long |
board, two at each end. Donna leaves i
ver-en
ver-ex
phy-dem
phy-dem
ver-dis
ver-sug
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I
the group. The other three con-
tinue with the board and try to try
to get it up on the jungle gym. Bob-
bie is unable to figure out how to
swing his end. ST helps and says, 2c
"What are you boys going to do? How 4c
are you going to do it?" Larry stops
leading, climbs into the jungle gym
so that he can pull the board on. ST
helps to lift the other end. They 4d
then go after the second board and
this time are able to get it up into
the jungle gym without any help from
ST. It is called a fire engine.
Marty, Larry, Val, Diane, Donna, and
Bobbie participate in the play,
;
Val, Bobbie, Donna, Paul are in
;
the rocky boat. Diane goes to get in.
Val grunts and pushes her foot out.
Diane walks over to ST and says, "He
won't let me get in."
ST, "^/Thy don't you ask him if you i 2f
may get in?"
|
Diane goes back to Val and says, I
"Can I get in?"
I
Val hestitates and then says,
|
"Yes." Diane gets in the boat. The i
other children have watched this with !
real Interest. !
1
!
phy-dem
i ver-sug
phy-dem
(
ver-sug
I
October 1, 1946 ;
i
Judie and Peter are building in i
the block corner; each working on his
own building. Peter says, "Fire going,
ding, ding," He adds more blocks to the
building.
Judie says, "Make a house." She
adds more blocks to her building.
Peter, "Oh dear," as his building
falls. "Tunnel, I'm getting a lot."
(Each child is talking for his
own benefit with little regard for the
other fellow.)
ST to Judie, "What did you say 4a
you were making?"
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Judie, "A house, see the steps
right there?”
ST, ”Yes,” and she lets her fin-
gers walk up them. Judie shows her
another set of steps and ST does the
same thing again.
Peter, attracted hy the conversa
tion, comes over and looks. Then he
says to ST, ”I've a tunnel, look at
this one." ST does so.
Judie says, "I'm going to make a
door now, an outside one. I'm going
to make a kitchen and a bedroom.
Peter watches her for a while
and then says, "Mine is getting big.
Truck can go through here, I've got a
tunne 1 .
"
Marty comes up on his hands and
knees growling, he puts a car in Judie 's
house. ST says, "That is Judie 's and
that is Peter's," pointing as she talks.
Marty continues to growl and stay nearby.
Peter and Judie pay no attention. ST to
Marty, "Are you a dog? Judie could have
a dog for her house."
Judie looks up and says, "Yes" but
she does nothing about it. Marty con-
tinues to growl and hang around. Final-
ly he wanders off still growling.
Peter, "Ding, dong, ding, dong,
here he (truck) goes through the tunnel.
Oh, he's breaking it; he's too big for
it. Put this out the way. Now he goes
through.
"
ST, "Time for Juice. Time to put
blocks away." Marty is standing near-
by. She says to him, "Would you like to
help put blocks away?"
Marty, "Yes."
ST to Judie, "Do you want Marty to
help put your blocks away?"
Judie, "No."
ST to Peter, "Do you want Marty to
help put your blocks away?"
Peter, "No."
ST to Marty, "Then you had better
get ready for Juice because they do not
If
2d
If
2d
2d
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need any help,” Marty goes away
and ST goes away. ST returns later,
Judie and Peter are still putting
away blocks. ST says, ”May I help?”
Judie, ”Yes.”
Peter, "Yes.”
All three finish putting the
blocks away and go out of the room
to get ready for Juice.
4a ver-sug
October 4, 1946
Joel leaves trike and wanders
over to the fence. He attempts to
climb it but is removed by ST. As
Joel walks away, he is called by Bob-
bie who is on a trike at the other side
of the yard with Peter. Vfhen Bobbie
calls Joel the second time, ST says to
Joel, "Someone is calling you.”
Joel hurries over to his trike
that is parked nearby and calls, "What?”
Peter says, "Aren't you going to
play with us?” Joel says nothing but
rides his trike over near theirs. The
three start riding around the yard to-
ge ther
.
4d
October 7, 1946
Bobbie, Val, and George have pushed
a big box over and there they sit in it.
ST, "What kind of men are you?”
Val answers, "Car.”
ST, "Are you going somewhere?”
Val, "Yes,”
ST walks away . The three remain
there kicking their heels, Bobbie makes
car noises.
Donna walks over and crawls into
the box right after Bobbie has left.
Val and George both yell, "Get out.”
They push and pull at her. Then George
and Val Just sit and look at Donna.
Donna looks at ST.
ST to Donna, "You need to get out.
4a
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It is their car." Donna gets out and
stands nearby. George and Val contin-
ue to sit in the box and kick their
heels. Donna gets on top of the box
and scares the boys. The boys take
j
this as good fun and pretend to be
i
afraid of her. Bobbie gets back in '
again and makes car noises. Donna con-
tinues to tease and then runs off to
play.
j
Jeff tries to get in the box. i
Bobbie pushes him out vigorously and
says, "Get out of our house." Jeff
does so. Then all of the children
leave the box. Soon Val and Bobbie
return. Paul gets in too.
All wave their hands at ST and
say, "Bye, bye." She waves back. 4a phy-en
Val says, "Fire engine, fire
engine." They all sit for a while
longer and then leave the box.
Larry and Marty are playing in the
house. Judie and Diane are on the Jun-
gle gym. Marty calls, "Judie, Judie."
Judie turns. Marty says, "You may come
in."
Judie, "Diane?"
Marty, "No, Diane can't come in."
Judie goes in the house, Diane follows.
Marty frowns at her but he does not say
anything, partly because his attention
is distracted from her by Larry who is
vigorously pushing Jeff away from the
door
.
HC to Jeff, "They are using it now. lb
They don't want you in the house. Let's
find something else to do." She takes
Jeff by the hand and leads him a little
distance away. She lets go of his hand,
and he runs back to the house. Larry is
blocking the whole door with his body to
keep Jeff out.
He says to Marty, "Need to lock door."
He takes Jeff away again keeping a
firm hold on his hand for quite a while.
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Marty and Larry remain alone in the house
playing as Diane and Judie have left.
October 11, 1946
Peter and Diane are building toge-
ther. No conversation. They make a
garage with Diane doing most of the work.
Peter looks at ST. ST says, "What are
you doing?" Are you playing with Diane,
Peter?"
Peter answers, "Yes." Val comes
over and adds two blocks. Peter says,
"Look, he is building with us." Val
leaves. Peter puts a car in the ga-
rage
.
I
Diane says, "No, it must go here."
j
She moves it.
1
Peter pushes blocks around, toots,
and then adds a block to Diane’s build-
ing saying, "Why you making that?
That ’ s funny .
"
Diane answers, "No, it isn’t fun-
ny." Peter adds more blocks and then
sits and looks.
ST says to him, "Did you have fun
playing with Diane?"
Peter answers, "Yup."
October 15, 1946
Peter and Diane building toge-
ther. ST approaches. Diane to ST,
"Look what we made." ST nods appro-
val for the effort.
Diane to Peter, "Fix it so no one
can peek in."
Peter, "Better fix it so some get
out." He removes some blocks and Di-
ane does too. Both take out some of the
cars
.
Bobbie goes by. Diane, "Oh, he is
peeking in the garage .
"
Peter, "Shut it up."
Diane, "He'll put his car in there."
They put the building back tight again.
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They make a great deal of noise every
time they look at Bobble. Val ap-
proaches with fire truck,
Peter, "You can't get in this
garage." He temporarily becomes in-
terested in the fire truck but goes
back to the garage and Diane
.
Diane, "The bell is ringing.
Quick get it out." They break up the
whole building.
Peter, "Now it's all broke up."
Diane to Val, "We won't let you
come in our garage , No .
"
Beverly comes over by the garage
.
Peter, "You can't build here." Be-
verly tries to grab a block.
Diane, "You can't do that. Oh,
Peter, she is messing up our building."
Beverly starts kicking down the new
building they have Just made.
ST to Beverly, "That's their
building." Diane continues to yell for
Peter, but Peter is busy pushing a
truck. Beverly continues to bother un-
til ST picks her up and moves her away.
Peter returns with a bigger truck.
He tries to put it in the garage. He
says, "Can't go in, he's too fat."
Diane, "We'll make another garage."
They proceed to do so. They are not
successful in getting a garage that will
fit so they start another one with Diane
taking the initiative and Peter follow-
ing.
October 16, 1946
Peter and Diane are Just starting
to build. ST, "Time to put things away.
We are going on a trip." Diane picks
up the blocks and Peter, the cars.
Later at Juice Peter says to ST,
"Diane and I played together." ST
approves this with a nod.
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OctolDer 23, 19^6
George sees a ball on the shelf.
He asks for it. When he gets it, he
throws it in the air, just missing a
light. ST tells him to throw it on
the floor. She sits down on the floor
and says, "Throw it to me." He does
so, and they play happily together.
Diane comes and sits down. ST throws
the ball to her; she throws it back
to ST; ST, to George; George, to
Diane. Joel comes over. ST to Joel,
"Do you want to play?"
Joel, "Yes." He is included in
the group. ST soon withdraws , and the
group of three children continue hap-
pily to play toss or roll ball on the
floor.
November 8, 1946
By 11:00 the free play had be-
come raucous and rather meaningless.
ST quietly asks each child (5) to sit
down on the floor by her. They all do
so. ST resets the tone of the group
by having the children think through
the various things that they could do.
Donna goes to build with blocks. Be-
verly shares the trike with Eddie R.
Val goes and gets the interlocking
trains. George goes to the table to
crayon. The children are soon all
busy and much less noisy and confused.
Val leaves table. He sees that
Donna has the cat. He rushes over and
grabs it from her. Donna says nothing.
ST says, "Val, that's Donna's. She is
using it." Val pays no attention so
ST finally has to take the cat from him
and return it to Donna. Val starts to
cry, stops and joins Donna in a cat
chasing game. Finally he tires and
goes to sit alone at a table and look
at books
.
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Eddie R. (first day) is moved by If phy-dem
ST from a table where he is alone to
one where George is crayoning and Val is
looking at books not paying much atten-
tion to the other two. George and Eddie
converse about names and share the same
box of crayons. George talks to Val about
his book, but Val pays little attention.
Eddie offers various crayons to George and
George accepts them. Donna comes up to
the table making very loud growling noises.
ST says, "Donna, they are busy.” Donna
goes away still making the noises. Donna 5d ver-ex
comes back and sits down at the table to
look at a book.
George says, "Go away, you ain't
playing with us.” Donna pays no atten-
tion but continues looking at the book
but soon goes away. Eddie and George con-
tinue to crayon. Eddie starts to write
in a book. ST, "Write only on the paper,”
He does so. Both bring their pictures to
ST for her approval. She praises both of
the children. Eddie leaves to play with
big equipment; George continues to crayon.
November 14, 1946
Eddie R. puts parts of the inter-
locking train near ST and says, "You
make a train for me.”
ST, "You can make the train your- Id ver-dem
self.” He repeats the request to a stu-
dent nearby, but ST answers it as before
and adds, "See? There's a 'bump' on one
piece and a 'hole' in the other. You
put the 'bump 'in the 'hole.'” He does so
and makes a train with several cars.
November 15, 1946
Herman is painting for the first
time. As he changes paints, etc. he
keeps looking at ST. ST smiles and gives
him directions saying, "Now you want ano-
ther color? Take a clean brush for that
[
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bottle." She encourages him with,
"That's good. That is the way to
paint. Do you like to paint? I
think it is fun to paint." Herman
said little, but his expression
showed that he was aware of the direc-
tions and encouragement and that he was
profiting by the social contact.
Larry C. has finished painting and
wanders over to the puzzles. ST says,
"Larry, do your hands need washing?"
He looks at his hands, shows ST that
they have paint on them and then goes
to the bathroom to wash them.
Eddie R. leaves the trains on the
floor and comes over to play with plas-
ticine. ST to Eddie, "Are you through
playing with the trains?"
Eddie, "Yes."
ST, "Then you need to put them
away." He goes over, puts them away
and returns to the plasticine.
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December 4, 1946
Audrey, Herman, Eddie R., Diane
and DR^ are at the dinner table . Au-
drey talks to Diane, "Just you and me."
Both shake their heads in agreement.
Herman, "Me, too?"
Audrey shakes her head no and the
conversation ends.
Herman to DR, "My mother is going
to give me a football."
DR, "That will be nice." 4a ver-en
Eddie to DR, "What’s this?"
DR, "It’s Jelly." He eats it. 2f ver-ex
Val and Paul sit side by side at
the dinner table . They talk together
and laugh but still eat. HC gives
1. DR, substitute head teacher for the group.
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them a few reminders about eating
but allows the friendliness to con-
tinue .
Larry tries to get out of the
door. DR stops him. He makes a
noise. DR says, "That’s what my kit-
ten does." She guides him away from
the door and leaves him.
Diane wanders off to the doll
corner leaving the trains on the floor.
DR, "It's time to clean up." Diane
looks at DR, smiles and returns to pick
up the trains
.
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December 5, 1946
Donna and Cynthia are the last ^
two children left in the sleep room.
ST goes into the room to find George's
socks. In order to find them she
finally has to turn the light on. Both
children sit up on their beds and watch
her. After she leaves the room she
calls back, "Come on, sleepy heads, time 4a ver-sug
to get up." No sound, then giggles as
both come bounding out of the sleep
room and go to the bathroom. Sometime
soon afterwards, ST calls, "Now where
is Donna?" Cynthia pops out of the
bathroom and Donna follows, giggling.
Both dash to their cubbies and get their
shoes. Cynthia sits on the stairs wait-
ing while Donna starts to run around.
ST, "Time to put your shoes on." Donna 4a ver-sug
goes over to the steps and sits down be-
side Cynthia and gets her shoes tied.
Cynthia goes over to the table and sits
down to have a cup of milk. lIThen Donna
comes over, there is no milk in front
of her place. Cynthia stands up, looks
over on the tray and tells Donna that
there is some milk there . Then she
tries to get a cup but is unable to do
so. Donna stretches too, but can't
either. ST says, "If you come to the
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other side of the table, you can
reach it.” Donna does so and then
sits down next to Cynthia. Both ex-
change smiles and drink the milk very
quickly. Cynthia starts to dress her-
self. Donna is guided by ST to get
clothing on.
Audrey is sitting next to Joel
drinking milk. Joel looks at Audrey.
Audrey says, “Look at Joel.”
ST, ”Time to drink milk.” Joel
continues to look, making slightly
funny faces; Audrey continues to look
at him. ST repeats her statement
finally picking up the cup of milk and
putting it to Audrey's mouth. Joel
puts his hands over his eyes and peeks
through. Three times ST tells him to
drink his milk. Finally ST says, "This
is a table for milk drinking. If you
want to play you will have to go some-
where else.”
Joel removes his hands from his
face and chuckles. He looks over in-
to Audrey's cup and says, "Mine all
gone .
”
ST looks in his cup and says,
"Still milk. You are Just kidding us.”
Joel laughs and looks at Audrey, who
has stopped drinking. ST says to Joel,
"Put your hands on your cup.” Joel
sticks his hands up in the air. "No, I
mean put them on your cup.” He does so.
ST, "Now drink your milk." He does so.
Audrey finishes hers. They both leave
the table and get ready to go out of
doors
.
December 6, 19^6
Diane, Joel and Donna are build-
ing with small blocks in the corner.
Joel’s feet keep hitting Donna's block
building. She squeals. He does it
again unwittingly because he is facing
Diane and is busy handing blocks to her.
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Donna pushes him; he looks at her and
then turns hack to Diane. His feet
hit Donna's building again. She gives
him another push and then puts the
blocks away. Jowl continues to build
with Diane. Donna takes the blocks out
again, and builds a little distance
away from Joel's feet. She makes a
beautiful complete building. Joel moves
and as he does so, his feet approach the
building. ST says, "Joel, move so your
feet do not hit Donna's building." Joel
does so and then continues to watch Don-
na make additions to the building. Diane
continues to build too.
2d
Val and George are sitting on the
large engine. Eddie R. goes by with the
stuffed cat. Val grabs the cat from
Eddie but drops it and runs away when
Eddie yells, Eddie tackles Val, bringing
him to the ground. Val yells. George
Jumps on Eddie. As Eddie turns to at-
tack George, George gets up and runs
away. Val, still yelling, knocks Eddie
down. They roll together on the floor,
both yelling loudly. DR intervenes
offering a hand to each child. "Tell
me what happened." Eddie goes to get
the cat and explains. Val continues to
lie on the floor, yelling, kicking, and
throwing things. DR settles Eddie at a
table with books and the cat. Val final-
ly gets off of the floor and goes over to
the train. George is on it. Val yells.
DR, "What do you want, Val?" Do you want
to get on." Val Just lies down on the
floor again and yells and kicks. DR
leaves him alone.
Val gets up off of the floor. He
goes over to George and sits on the back
part of the engine. George allows him to
do this. DR sings the engine song. Val
and George go up the room on the, engine
and bump into Cynthia. DR says, "3^ou
must be careful engineers." They go down
to the end of the room near the place
where Donna, Diane and Joel are building
5a
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with blocks. Val gets off of the en-
gine and pokes his nose over the top
of the screen. Donna comes over and
hits his nose. Val yells. George
picks up a chair to throw at Donna.
DR says, "Put it down." To Val she
says, "You back your engine up."
Val answers, "No." She plays the
train song and asks Val again to back
up. He says, "No."
DR, "Well then he will just have
to park here." This is said to Diane
and Donna; then she adds, "You girls
go back in your house." They do so.
Val sits for a while and then backs
away
.
During this time, Eddie has been
looking at books and Joel has joined
him.
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5b ver-sug
December 12, 1946
Eddie and Val have a disagreement
over the crackers. HC takes the dish
away from the table
. Soon she returns
it, explaining how they should take a
cracker from the dish. They do so.
Cathie is in the yard riding on a
trike. Eddie wants it. ST, "She's us-
ing it." ST has to repeat this two
times before Eddie R. goes away and gets
another trike to ride
.
Paul to ST, "I want that trike."
ST, "She's using it." To Cathie she
says, "After you are through, may Paul
use it?"
Cathie answers, "Yes."
Beverly is sitting on the doll bed
watching Herman who is pushing the trains.
He to Herman, "Would you like to go to my
house for juice?" 2e ver-sug
Herman, "Yes."
"Then put your trains away." She
says the same thing to Donna and Diane.
5c ver-ex
le ver-sug
5d phy-dem
5d ver-ex
5c ver-ex
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They put a few blocks away and then
they leave. He, "Diane, you didn't
finish putting your blocks away."
Diane returns and does so. HC ap-
proaches Beverly and takes her hand.
Beverly attempts to pull away. He
continues to hold her hand saying
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softly twice, "Would you like to ride
in Miss, r's car and have juice at my
house?"
Beverly stops frowning and says,
"Yes."
He, "Then get washed for juice."
Beverly goes skipping off to the bath-
room.
Val and Eddie are fussing over a
wheel that Val has in his possession.
2e ver-sug
DR, "You know. I'll put this up on the
shelf until we find the blue bus."
5d ver-ex
She takes the wheel away from Val. He
has a questioning look on his face, but
he says nothing.
DR sets out two puzzles on a table
5d phy-dem
and chairs in front of each. Beverly
and Cynthia go over sit down to play
with the puzzles.
2a phy-dem
DR to Donna as she tries the se-
cond time to take the truck from Herbie,
"Can you find something else to play
with, Donna?" Donna then grabs the car-
riage from Elaine who has been on the
trike. Elaine yells; DR, to Elaine,
5b ver-sug
"You can't use the trike and the car-
riage." To Donna she says, "Do you
really want to play with the carriage?"
Donna, "Yes," and she starts to
play with it.
Larry has finished stringing beads.
He sits down beside DR to look at books.
5c ver-ex
DR reads to him softly. He turns the
pages. Diane and Donna holding on to
carriages join the group. Eddie R. rides
up on his trike and looks too.
4a ver-ex
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DR is busy looking at the pic-
tures on the wall. Larry Joins her.
She discusses the pictures with him.
Herman comes over says, "Santa Claus,
we have a picture of him in our house."
"Yes," says DR. Cynthia joins
the group, too.
Diane, Donna and Val are quarrel-
ing over blocks. Val hits Diane. DR,
"Now let’s see. There are enou^
blocks to go around. Val, what's the
trouble? Is there something you want
the girls to do? You tell them. Do
you think you can play here with the
girls or should I get you something
else?"
"No," answers Val. DR repeats
all of the statements. "I’ll stay
here," says Val.
Cynthia is on the duck rocking.
DR sings a song to her.
4a
5a
5b
4a
ver-ex
ver-sug
ver-sug
ver-ex
Diane says to DR, "Look at.
Look at. We have to have them all in
different places. They are the ba-
bies ."
DR, "Yes." 4a ver-en
Val says, "Stop it," as Diane and
Donna push his building down.
DR, "He wants his house to stay
there. You may get hurt if you knock
it down." To Val she says, "That's
high enough. That’s high enough. You
can make another one."
Val and Paul build for a while and
then leave the blocks. DR starts to
put them away. Paul comes back and says,
"No, we did it like this," and he starts
to build again. DR explains it is time
to put blocks away.
Paul stands by DR. DR asks, "Was
there something you wanted, Paul?"
5a
5e
5a
ver-ex
ver-ex
ver-ex
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Paul, "I'm ready for Juice."
DR, "You will have to help the
others clean up. See, Paul is ready
for Juice. We’ll have to clean up.
What is it, Val? Is it something
you didn't want them to do?" (This is
said when Paul starts putting Val's
blocks away.) Val stops yelling.
DR, "Now, Val, it is time to get ready 5a
for Juice."
Val is yelling and grabbing things
away from Beverly. Beverly yells, "My
rubber thing, he's grabbing away."
DR, "What is the matter, Val?
There are enough blankets for both of you 5b
ver-ex
ver-ex
DR to Larry C., "Did you wash?"
Larry C., "Yes."
Diane, "No he didn't." They strike
out at each other with Larry saying,
"Did" and Diane saying, "Didn't."
DR to Larry, "If you say you did,
that is all right." 5a ver-ex
Larry C. has had a turn to be Santa
Claus. DR says to Larry, "Now Donna will
be Santa Claus. Isn't it fun to take
turns?" Larry shakes his head yes. Don-
na makes her rounds but doesn't give any
toys. Diane watches the whole activity.
Beverly is alone at a table.
4a
The children become interested in the
Christmas tree and play with the ornaments.
DR continues to play for a while and then
says, "Would you like to dance around the
tree and sing ’Merry Christmas?'" No an-
swer, so she continues, "We'll have lots
of time to play with those things. Time
to put the Santa Claus suit away." She
does so.
December 13, 1946
Donna climbs on to a chair and falls
off trying to reach the bells. DR says.
ver-en

"It wasn't a good idea to stand on
the chair .
"
Donna answers, "I don't care."
DR, "I am glad you don't care."
DR goes to put things away say-
ing, "I'll put these things in the can
then we can have lots of colored paper."
To Larry C. and Beverly she says, "I
thought we would like to hy colored
ones. Let's keep them in a can." Be-
verly and Larry help clean up. DR says,
"Larry, you are a good cleaner. What
about the floor, Bev., is it clean?
Thank you, Larry, I'll put it on the
shelf. Be very careful about standing
on the chair."
4a
Diane to DR, "Do you know who broke
this?"
DR, "I don't think anyone broke it.
It Just wore out. It's still nice."
She goes back to the tree. Beverly con-
tinues to clean up. DR, "Beverly is
v/orking so hard for Juice."
DR, "That's a nice picture, isn't
it Larry? Did you see the kitty? Did
I ever tell you about my kitty?"
Larry, "No."
DR, "His name is Timothy."
Larry, "What's this one's name?"
meaning the one in the picture.
DR, "I don't know, Larry."
Larry, "Maybe it is Eddie."
Herman looks at the picture of
Santa Claus and the kitten. DR, "What
is he giving the kitten?"
Herman, "Milk."
DR, "Yes, milk. I think he would
like milk as well as anything, don't
you?"
Herman, "Yes."
DR, "Now time to get washed for
Juice." To Bev, "Just a minute, Be-
verly, I'll take the whole tray over.
(Bev was bringing one at a time.) Let's
push them back from the edge of the
table .
"
2f
If
4a
2f
ver-ex
ver-ex
ver-en
ver-ex
ver-en
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December 16, 1946
He is getting ready to put up
the real Christmas tree; she says,
"I’ll have to go downstairs and get
a saw." Larry C. looks at her. She
says to him, "Do you want to go, too?"
She holds out her hand as she says
this, and he takes it.
Eddie R. rides the trike and hits
the tree as it is lying on the floor.
DR, "I think you can ride it away from
there .
"
HC chisels at the bottom of the
tree, Bobbie is too close. HC says,
"Bobbie, you stay back so you won't get
hurt. You stand back by the table. I
don't want anything to happen that won't
be right."
HC is with a group which has Just
finished making clay candle stick hol-
ders. Larry comes over and picks up a
whole tray full of them. He watches him
and then gently takes them away saying,
"I'll have to put them up here." She
turns her back to do so, and he grabs a
knife and tries to loosen the other
holder still on the table. HC again ap-
proaches him slowly and says, "That's my
Job," and takes the knife away from him.
4a
5b
Larry goes over to the tree and says,
"I'll knock it down,"
HC, "Think of all the work I did.
Did you wash your hands?" He looks at his
hands but continues to kick at the tree in
a most violent manner. Finally he runs
out of the room.
5e
Donna comes to the office and stands
by ST. ST ignores her. Donna says,
"Send me back. Send me back."
ST, "No, you should know enough to go 5c
back,"
Donna, "I won't." She stays on and
ST continues to ignore her. Finally she
ver-sug
ver-sug
phy-dem
ver-sug
Iver-ex
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leaves closing the door after her.
December 17, 1946
DR sits at a table with Diane
and Larry C. To Larry, "Way don’t
you hang this up on the tree?" He
tries but is not successful. DR,
"Hang it over the end just like you
put your wash cloth over the hook.
He is able to do so.
Id
DR says to the room in general,
"My but we have so many good workers.
We are all going to Miss Hall’s."
Larry brings a string of beads
to DR. She says, "That's nice."
He to Eddie R . and Larry C
.
,
"Let's drive the cars into the ga-
rage. Time to get ready for juice."
DR to Larry C. as he coughs, "My,
Larry, you stayed home yesterday to get
rid of your cough. You need to put
your hand in front of your mouth when
you cou^."
4a
4a
2d
5a
DR says to the group that is get-
ting ready to go to Miss Hall’s, "Would
you like to come? We are going to be
very quiet. She will play Christmas
music for us."
Id
Eddie H., Elaine, Paul, and Herman
are in the airplane making noises. ST
waves goodbye. They all wave back to
ST and different other children. Eddie
H. gets out to get a wheel. George
climbs in his place. When Eddie returns
and wants his place, George cries. ST
says to George, "That was Eddie’s place." 5c
George gets out. Eddie gets in, and they
all wave goodbye again. Paul gets out
because the plane has a flat tire. Paul
returns and says, "You get out." George
!
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says nothing,
ST, "That was Paul's place."
George gets out, tries to sit on the
wing, hut Paul pushes him off. George
goes away and finds something else to
play with.
Eddie H. gets off of the trike.
Larry H. grabs it. Eddie cries. DR
says, "Oh, he just wants a little turn." 5a ver-ex
Eddie H. continues to cry. HC inter-
venes with, "You’ve had it for a long
time; it's for Larry now." She pulls 5a phy-dem
Eddie H. away and holds him in her lap
while he cries. Larry H. takes the
trike
.
1
5c ver-ex
Eddie H, has a truck. Eddie R.
tries to take it from him. Eddie H,
yells. DR, "Eddie Harris is using it. 5©
You may not have it." Eddie R, grabs
it again and again. DR restrains Ed- 5e
die R. saying, "You will have to get
something else. Eddie Harris is using
it." The tussle still continues with
both Eddies yelling loudly. Finally
DR gives Eddie R. an identical truck.
He holds it for a while, and then he
grabs at the paint brush that DR is
holding in her hand. DR, "I am using 5c
this," and she takes his hand away i 5c
from the brush. Eddie R. tries twice
to take the brush away from DR. She
repeats the same thing to him. Finally
he goes away, watching the other chil-
dren.
ver-ex
phy-dem
ver-ex
phy-dem
January 7, 1947
Eddie R. keeps follov/ing DR. He
follows her out of the play room into
the kitchen. DR, "Eddie, will you 5© ver-sug
please go back to the other children
and not follow me?" She repeats this
two times more. Finally she and Eddie
leave the kitchen together.

Audrey walks over to DR and asks,
”What are you doing?"
DR, "Putting Beverly's name on her
picture." DR, in an effort to continue
the conversation says, "Did you walk in
snow today?"
Audrey shakes her head yes and walks
If
away.
DR gets up from a chair, arranges
hooks and chairs around a table, shuts
the door to the play room and calls Be-
verly, "Beverly, Beverly, here is your
picture. I put your name on it." She
and Bev sit down to the table together.
She makes a few comments of praise for Id
Beverly's work.
DR, then moves over by Donna who is
working puzzles. She explains and il-
lustrates how the parts go together. Id
"That looks like this, etc." That's all
right. That looks like his necktie. I
bet it is."
76
ver-ex
ver-dem
phy-dem
Eddie R. grabs the truck that Her-
man has. Herman yells and pulls. DR
to Herman, "He took it and you were le
still using it." To Eddie, "Listen,
Herman is still using that." She repeats
this. Herman goes off with the truck.
DR restrains Eddie from going after him, 5d
Eddie almost falls as he pulls away. DR
laughs and says to another child who is
nearby, "See what happens when I have to
hoist Eddie?" Eddie leaves DR and takes
a trike away from Donna.
ver-sug
phy-dem
Eddie bumps his trike three times
into Peter's and Bobbie's activity. Bob-
bie pushes him away. Eddie slaps Bobbie
and comes back three more times to bump
them. Bobbie yells for DR. DR comes and
says, "What's the matter, Peter?"
Peter, "He's bothering us."
DR to Eddie, You want to ride the 5b ver-sug
trike? Then you must be a careful driver."
Eddie goes zooming around the room, finally
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stopping to talk to a mother. Bobbie and
Peter resume their play,
Donna to DR, grabbing her hand,
"Come here, teacher." She shows DR the
pictures she has made. DR smiles approval
and stays with her for a little while.
Eddie bumps himself and yells. DR,
"Did you go too fast? Let's sit down and
see it." They proceed to look at his
bump. He gets back on the trike.
DR, "Boys, we are going to get ready
for juice. Don't take out the blocks.
You boys put the blocks away
.
We are go-
ing to have juice in a minute." All this
is said to Bobbie and Peter.
DR to Eddie, "Are you being a good
driver," as he tips the trike over just
missing knocking down Elaine.
DR sitting down by Audrey and Jordan
who are using puzzles says, "I'll put this
one away so we won't lose the pieces.
Time to get ready for juice."
Eddie R. is reaching on the shelf.
DR tries to hold him back, but he is suc-
cessful in getting the pad. DR explains
in answer to his questions the use of the
pad and tells him to put it back. He
does so, and then he wanders, gets beads,
strings them until DR tells him it is
time for him to rest. Then he goes out
of the room.
DR smiles pleasantly and encourages
by commenting on the number of china
cups Eddie H. and Elaine are carrying
together.
January 9 , 19^-7
DR sits near Jordan who is fixing
puzzles. She says, "I bet that big one
la
* 5a
5a
2d
4c
I 5a
4b
4b
2f
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\ If
goes there and the little one goes
there," He sits and watches her.
78
Joel climbs on the table. DR,
You sit down to color, if you are
going to color. Joel, do you want
to color?"
Joel, "Yes." Peter and Joel
pull the box over toward them. Jor-
dan has come to the table and DR says,
"Let’s put it in the middle so Jordan
can use it too. DR finally leaves the
group when Herman joins it. The four
continue to color until the group is
broken up to get ready for juice.
2b ver-sug
January 10, 194?
Paul to DR, "I want to play the
piano."
DR walks to the piano and says,
"That’s fine. See if you can play If
softly." She takes down books for him
and remains near him while he plays
softly. Eddie R. comes over to play
too. Paul looks at Eddie and then
slaps him. Eddie leaves. DR says
nothing.
Paul says, "I want a book."
DR, "You may have one if you are
very careful." She gives him one.
I
DR to Herman, "You have done a
lot of painting this morning. That
is nice." Id
He to Peter, "That’s an awful lot
of noise in here. Would you like tb
come get wood for a fire?" 5©
Eddie, "Yes,"
Peter, "No, I want to paint."
He gets Donna to go along with her
and Eddie
.
; ver-en
ver-en
ver-sug
DR to Bobbie who is making a lot of
noise as he pushes a truck, "ean’t you do
it a little softer, Bobbie? We are in-
doors. It can’t be too loud."
le ver-ex
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Herman and Paul have sat up on the
shelf several times but no one yet has
told them to get down. HC comes into
the room and says to Paul, "That's a
funny place for you to be when you be-
long down."
DR says to Paul, "Can I help you
down, Paul? ^ou are knocking the beads
down, too."
HG has started a fire in the fire-
place. The children cluster around.
He to Herman, "Whoa, you are getting
too far front. Bobbie, Paul, Eddie R.,
Donna, Audrey, and Herman all sit down
in chairs by the fire and HC sits down
with them. She starts a conversation
about fire, wood, coal, etc.
DR is having a music period. As
Eddie R. hops around, he gets bumped.
Herman says, "He was in the way." DR
comforts Eddie and then suggests that
he go out of the room. She holds his
hand as she guides him toward the door.
He le ave s
.
5b
la
5e
5d
Herman, Eddie R., Paul, Beverly,
Bobble, and Peter are sitting on a rug
in front of the fireplace. DR comes
over and sits down too. Soon she gets
up and gets a chair. She says, "I am
going to sit here so that I can see you
and then there will be more room on the
rug for you."
Eddie R. is whining. DR shakes her 5c
head at him, takes some of the books he
has away, and says, "You can't read all 5c
of those books."
DR says to the group of children,
"Would you like to hear a story about
'Fuss Bunny?"'
Children, "Yes."
DR, "I have it in my lap." As Ed-
die moves over she says, "1*11 read it 5c
when you are all quiet. You are too
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January 14
,
194?
Eddie H., Joel, and Dannie are using
the slide taking turns very nicely. Eddie
R. and Peter Join the group. They fight
for turns, then things go along all right.
Eddie and Peter have a tussle. HC says,
'*Eddie, let Peter go by himself. He does-
n’t like to be pushed."
Oeorge pushes Eddie R. Eddie yells
loudly. Peter and Eddie have another
fight. Peter hits Eddie hard in the eye.
Eddie yells. HC, "Peter did that because
you bothered him first. You both slide.
You're too big to fight."
Eddie hangs on to the top of the
slide. HC, "You are holding up traffic."
He finally goes down the slide but con-
tinues to bother and push the other chil-
dren.
For a short while Eddie R., Dannie,
and Joel use the slide happily. They
become very noisey so HC says, "Don’t
forget, we are in the house. We need to
keep our voices a little bit quiet."
^
Eddie pushes again. HC says, "Ed-
die, no one likes to be helped. Stop,
Eddie, it's Dan's turn. You wait behind
Dannie." HC finally pulls Eddie away
since he shows no signs of desisting. i
George attempts to go down the
slide with a truck. He says, "Trucks
don't go down the slide."
Herman joins Eddie H. and Joel on
the slide. HC removes him from the
group saying, "You are becoming too
excited. See if you can't calm down
a little." She guides him over to a
{
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table where he sits and looks at
books
.
Eddie H. goes over to the same
table. HC says to him, "Perhaps Her-
man will share a book with you. "Her-
man just leaves the book with Eddie,
not really sharing it.
Eddie R. is climbing up the slide’
making a lot of noise. HC says, "Ed-
die, Eddie, calm down." She removes
him from the slide saying, "We come
down the slide."
Debbie and Elaine are running
around together pushing the carriages.
They are having a good time but not
paying much attention to where they
are going
.
They keep going in front
of the slide. He, "It isn't safe to
run like that when people are using
the slide." They stop running.
If phy-dem
3a ver-sug
5c phy-dem
5c ver-ex
5c ver-ex
January 16, 194?
Eddie R. asks DR to play the
piano. DR says that Beverly is get-
ting ready to play so that she can't.
DR tells Beverly to use the music
book carefully.
Joel is playing with the inter-
locking trains. Eddie takes some of
the cars. DR to Eddie, "Did you ask
for some?"
Eddie, "Yes."
DR, "No, you just grabbed. Those
are Joel's. You ask and if he isn't
through, you will have to wait." Ed-
die grabs again. Joel yells. DR,
"You boys can settle that." The situa-
tion continues to be unsettled. DR
sternly, "Eddie, that's not the way to
get things. You have three cars. You
can have a good train with three cars.
Eddie, you have your train," as he
le
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grabs for more from Joel, She repeats
this three times, but it has no apparent
effect on Eddie. "You don’t do that,
Eddie, he's using them." This is said
three times. "Eddie, that is not the
way to get things, grabbing them,"
Eddie quiets down for a while.
DR bumps into Eddie R. She says,
"I’m sorry." She stays with him for a
while and says, "You have a nice train
with three cars." (Joel has a very
long train.) Eddie takes the engine
from Joel's train. DR, "He's not through.
That’s Joel’s engine. Now he has none
for his train."
Eddie, "I’ve none."
DR, "Yes, but Joel’s not through
with it." Eddie gives it back. DR to
Eddie, "Are you pretending that this is
your engine?" she points to one of the
end cars?"
Eddie to Joel, "Can I play with the
engine for a while?" Joel gives it to
him,
DR, "That’s fine. You asked for
it. He gave it to you when you asked
for it." The engine, however doesn't
fit and keeps coming off. DR suggests,
"That engine really belongs to the cars
Joel has. You can pretend the caboose
is your engine." Eddie refuses to do so
and keeps the engine even though it does
keep coming off when he pulls the train.
5c
5c
4b
Audrey takes plasticine to the table.
Joel comes and grabs it. He says, "You
can share it; there is a lot inside the Id
can." Joel looks inside the can and then
leaves Audrey and the plasticine,
Audrey, Peter, Herman, Eddie R, and
Beverly are looking at books. Eddie
tries to see Beverly’s. He calls to DR,
"She won’t let me see the book,"
DR, "Of course she will. Bev, he 2e
wants to see your book." No response.
Then DR says, "Peter, you can share."
He does so.
ver-ex
ver-sug
ver-en
ver-sug
ver-sug
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